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We opened the year in Düsseldorf with the unveil of the new MCY 70, a
spark of light in the yachting sector. Just three months later a second
yacht was introduced to the market: the new MCY 66, the smallest of our
Collection with the heart of a megayacht.
As it is said, good news come in three and now it’s time for the birth of the
new MCY 76. Stay tuned, an exclusive event is coming!

MCY 66: making room for light
The main feature of the yacht is the increased natural light, which reflecting on the
glossy surfaces, emphasizes the wider interior areas.
The innovative design allows for closer interactions between internal and external
spaces to be enjoyed by the owner.
MCY 66 has been confirmed best in class for the dimensions and customizable
layout of its Flybridge. Look at the video to discover the bright world of MCY 66!

MCY 70: a clear vision
The evolution of MCY 70 displays over a decade of design and manufacturing that
continues to embrace the company’s core values. While the enlarged windows allow
for brighter interior volumes, the wider symbolic porthole ensures the iconic elements
of the brand. Come on board and enjoy it!

Shooting the MCY 76
MCY 76 has reached the sea and makes herself beautiful for the next coming events!

Salone Nautico di Venezia
Monte Carlo Yachts was pleased to take part to the first international boat show in
Venice located in the fascinating area of the Arsenale. Guests were invited to come
on board and experience the unique features of the two new stars of our Collection:
MCY 66 and MCY 70. Let’s share some shots!
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